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Translated from German

Are  there  now  farmers’  protests  across  Europe  against  insane,  home-made  inflation,  the
energy crisis and the EU? After the farmers in the Netherlands had been fighting against the
EU’s “Green Deal” and thus against Schwab’s Great Reset dream for weeks by taking the
protest to the streets, it’s now happening again in Spain – like last time in March – to
protests by farmers. Ever larger parts of the population are behind the farmers and show
solidarity with them.

After the farmers’ protests in the Netherlands, there are now road blockades again in Spain.
The protests of Andalusian farmers are again directed against the high prices for fuel and
staple foods, as they did in March, when 150,000 farmers from all over Spain protested.
Especially in the southern part of Spain, in Andalusia, the farmers are protesting because of
the  inflation  and  the  enormously  increased  prices  for  energy  and  food.  In  Spain,  inflation
was already over 10 percent in June.

In a video posted to Twitter, dozens of farmers dressed in yellow vests can be seen, with
their tractors in the background, blocking a highway entrance.

Spanish farmers block A4 highway in Jaén, Andalusia and protest against rising
fuel prices@auraxchan pic.twitter.com/I5YxYsAX8m

— Elaine �♀️ � (@KalsElaine) July 1, 2022

Spanish farmers blocked the highway in Andalusia.
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They  are  protesting  against  the  increase  in  prices  for  fuel  and  essential
goods.#Spain  #Spanish  #SpanishFarmers  #HighFuelPrices  #FuelPrices
#Gasprices  #Andalusia  #Protest  pic.twitter.com/NCyFpMeDmy

— WeAreProtestors (@WeAreProtestors) July 2, 2022

The protests are part of Dutch peasant protests that the authorities there are currently
trying  to  stop.  As  Journalistenwatch  reported,  the  Dutch  police  fired  shots  at  the
demonstrators  for  the  first  time  on  Wednesday.  A  video  shows  that  this  happened
completely without reason. The system media here and there are currently constructing a
story of danger to which the police “only” reacted. In addition, further recordings show that
paid provocateurs are specifically trying to escalate the situation.

According to the green conversion plans of the EU’s “Green Deal” and thus according to
Schwab’s Great Reset Plan, not only should CO2 emissions be reduced by destroying the
automotive industry, but meat production should also be minimized. This is ensured by an
EU regulation that provides for a 50-95 percent reduction in nitrogen emissions by the end
of 2030. For many Dutch farmers, these plans mean the end. The farmers affected should
give up their farms voluntarily and receive compensation for this – on the condition that
they no longer start farming in the future. If  they do not agree to this,  it  can lead to
expropriation.

Apparently, rumors are circulating among Dutch farmers that Dutch farmers are actually
standing  in  the  way  of  EU  migration  plans.  Mass  immigration  as  part  of  the  “UN
Replacement Population Plan” could be the reason for the mass dispossession of farmers.
This is how the government would get ashore cheaply, according to this article.
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